CSU budget cuts reduced by state

By Marie Byrne

The California State Legislature voted to give the California State University system $18 million in set-aside funds to offset the $66-million reduction in non-faculty merit salary adjustments, deferring effective dates for all new positions from July 1, 1988 to Sept. 1, 1988 and not purchasing furniture for new employees. The largest portion of the budget cut was taken in unspecified areas and each university had to administer the funding wherever possible.

Cal Poly's original reduction was almost $2 million and affected almost every area of the university. Each department was told how much money it had to cut. All programs such as the Health Center, the Placement Center and student affairs programs had to figure out how to operate on reduced funds.

Hazel Scott, dean of student affairs, said the budget cuts will

CSU OKs Paris study for 1989

By Alicia M. Kaplan

Cal Poly's Paris study program has received from the California State University system to begin planning for a tentative starting date of fall 1989.

The Paris study program was initially proposed for fall 1988, but due to a freeze placed on any new state programs, the CSU chancellor postponed the proposal. Jon Ericson, former dean of the School of Liberal Arts, said the Chancellor's Office approved the program this summer.

Ericson created the program to highlight French culture for a growing number of interested students. Students will live with French families, not in dormitories as in the London program.

"Housing the students with French families enriches the experience for the student. It's a real genuine experience to stay in a French family," he said.

Despite the program's success, Ericson could not assign a tentative starting date of fall 1989.

A program of cultural and social events in Paris are planned to reinforce the academic program. Weekly activities range from visits to museums and galleries, theater performances and sightseeing tours. The program fee covers the cost of most activities.

Even though the conditions of the past year have lessened, returning Cal Poly students are still under the water-conservation ordinances created last spring.

Cardwell, the Water Conservation Coordinator for San Luis Obispo, said that the ordinances prohibit gushing showers, leaky fixtures, and set mandatory outdoor irrigation schedules.

The leaky-fixture and run-off ordinances were passed in April 1987.

The mandatory outdoor-irrigation schedule, which went into effect July 1, limit people who live as even-numbered addresses to three times a week to water their lawns. Everyone other than even-numbered addresses can only water their lawns on Sundays.

"Water is a resource that's finite and we should use it wisely," Cardwell said. "We shouldn't be wasting it or not," he said.
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Houlgate's first priority:

Head seeks philosophy major

By Steve Harmon

After one-and-a-half weeks at his post, the new head of the philosophy department is moving full steam ahead in his pursuit to establish a philosophy major.

"The big item is to attempt to set up a philosophy major here," said new department head Laurence Houlgate. Presumably, only a minor is offered.

"We are the only campus out of 19 in the CSU (California State University) system that doesn't have a philosophy major program."

Houlgate said he believes the department has a stronger faculty than many other universities in the same size of this country.

"We have people on our faculty who have national and international reputations," he said. "In fact, we have a stronger faculty than many other universities that offer Ph.D's in philosophy."

"We wouldn't have to change many things," Houlgate said. "We'd just have to restructure some of the existing courses we have."

Houlgate said he enjoyed taking over the administrative duties of a department head, but that it's not the kind of position that should be permanent.

"It's the sort of job that should be shared among the faculty. Every three years or so the position should be rotated among the professors."

Houlgate replaced Talmage Scriven, who headed the department for three years. Scriven has returned to full-time teaching.

Houlgate earned his undergraduate degree in philosophy from Cal State Los Angeles and has two advanced degrees from UCLA. Houlgate's studies have been in the fields of social philosophy, philosophy of law, ethics, political philosophy and bioethics.
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1 A I D A  VACATION IN NEW GUINEA?

Past Deadline

By Coleen Bondy

I had a rare opportunity in the weeks before this quarter started to do something few people in this country have ever done. I visited Papua New Guinea, a large island, surrounded by several smaller ones, north of Australia.

Why I was on a scuba diving trip, and the fact that most people don't know where Papua New Guinea is, is the reason the diving is so great. Unspoilt coral reefs and an amazing variety and abundance of marine life make Papua New Guinea one of the best dive spots in the world. I spent 11 days on a very comfortable dive boat, the Telita.

In the first few days of incredible diving, we would surface from a dive and a number of dug-out canoe with curious islanders would be clustered around the Telita. They stared at us with our strange-looking dive equipment and camera gear.

When we weren't diving, we took advantage of the opportunity to explore the lush island we were anchored off. Four of us set out one afternoon in the little dinghy tied to the 65-foot dive boat.

We came upon a sandy shore, with four or five hours set back from the water. There were few adults on shore, two penguins, and a few women (some we would consider young girls) with babies. The islanders we had met previously had mostly been children. Each person, from the tiniest of tots, had their own canoe and were expert with their handles. The Melanesian features are very distinct. The men and women have broad features; wide mouths and sloping foreheads, and very friendly smiles.

The kids were sent to get water, while the adults stayed behind to help us. The children were sent to get water, while the adults stayed behind to help us. The children were sent to get water, while the adults stayed behind to help us. The children were sent to get water, while the adults stayed behind to help us.

We had heard that in the highlands some of the war crimes practiced cannibalism. There is a disease still found in certain areas that can only be gotten from eating human brains, a ritual of these islanders. We made it our master.

Our founding fathers would say, "We made Congress your servant, but the Democrats have made it your master." It's probably members of Congress ... "cutting in all departments, balance of trade, debt, a 1,200-agency bureaucracy, four big wars, with no money. We have voted for deficit spending! Is that what men died for on battlefields?

Our founding fathers would say, "We made Congress your servant, but the Democrats have made it your master." It's probably members of Congress ... "cutting in all departments, balance of trade, debt, a 1,200-agency bureaucracy, four big wars, with no money. We have voted for deficit spending! Is that what men died for on battlefields?
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Students may choose buses, bikes over $108-a-year parking

By Brenda Suppanz

The hike in parking permit fees, effective this fall, may give Cal Poly students a bit more incentive to find alternative modes of transportation.

Permits went from $7.50 per month to $12 per month. The new fee will be used to fund the CSU-systemwide capital outlay program. This program maintains the parking facilities at all CSU campuses, said James Landreth, vice president for business affairs.

Nancy Knoller, SLO Transit manager, said the number of riders is being watched closely. If there is an increase in demand, she said, the company will have to hire more drivers to increase service, which would make the price increase more noticeable.

Another twist to the increase, Landreth explained, is that because the daily parking fee went from 75 cents to $1.50, students who used to buy a daily or weekly pass might now invest in a quarterly pass.

Landreth said that because many students may be riding the bus instead of driving, SLO Transit will be monitoring its passengers in the next few weeks to make sure it can accommodate everyone.

"They are very concerned that the price increase will affect their busload," he said.

If there is an increase in demand, there is a possibility that the company will have to hire more drivers to increase service, she said. "What we really want to do is make ourselves available as a system," Knoller said.

Landreth said that the whole parking issue has been controversial.

"Any time you have a fee increase, it's not well received." Two groups on campus have not been charged the new rate yet because they are still in the process of negotiation.

These groups include: Unit 8, faculty and librarians; and Unit 8, public safety officers.

Lee Diaz, university cashier supervisor, said students are still buying annual permits, now at $108.

"I thought it would have a higher effect than it did, but... it's not as noticeable as we thought."
Bentsen raps GOP trade policy

SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)  Democrat Lloyd Bentsen told a Silicon Valley audience Thursday that the Republicans' "do-nothing trade policy" has left the American military dangerously dependent on imported computer parts.

The Reagan administration turned its back while competitive American businesses such as semiconductor manufacturers were "devastated by unfair competition," the vice presidential candidate told employees of the Intel Corp., one of the nation's premier producers of computer chips.

"I'm here to tell you that a Dukakis-Bentsen administration will not rest until strong, competitive American companies like Intel have an equal opportunity to compete around the world," Bentsen said.

"There is one clear difference in this election: Mike Dukakis and Lloyd Bentsen support a trade policy for America."

Although the Silicon Valley area near the Intel plant voted for President Reagan over his Democratic challenger, Walter Mondale, in 1984 by a margin of 58 percent to 41 percent, Bentsen was warmly welcomed in the crowded plant cafeteria.

With Democratic presidential nominee Dukakis back in Massachusetts, Bentsen was campaigning for California's 57 electoral votes.

Bentsen had campaigned Wednesday in Sacramento and Fresno. After the Santa Clara appearance, Bentsen departed for a paper factory in Everett, Wash., to continue to emphasize the trade issue.

In his Santa Clara talk, the Texas senator also delivered the same warning that Dukakis gave in Boston — the Bush-Quayle ticket will try to use Social Security funds to reduce the federal budget deficit if elected in November.

Over the past eight years, the Republican Party has "waged unrelenting warfare against Social Security," Bentsen said.

"George Bush doesn't get to vote very often," he said. "But one of the few votes he cast (as vice president) scored a direct hit on Social Security benefits for your parents and some of you," he said.

Bentsen cited the occasion in May 1985 when Bush, presiding over the Senate as vice president, cast the tie-breaking vote in favor of freezing cost-of-living adjustments for Social Security benefits.

"They can wrap themselves in the flag, but they can't hide from the truth on Social Security," he said. "As Ronald Reagan said, facts are troublesome things."

---
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People asked where I worked and said, "Oh, you're a dishwasher." And I'd say, "No, I have a cook­ ing job."

While some people may think Parker's choice to continue his education is a bold one, he strongly disagrees that his disability sets him apart from other students.

"Most deaf people have a normal education in high school and earn a degree, but some don't and drop out. It's the same as hearing people. Some people continue and others drop out. We are the same human beings and make decisions."

At first, the hearing impaired may be isolated socially, he said. The majority of students on campus do not understand sign language or may feel uncomfortable around someone who is perceived as different. This has caused Parker to become more social.

"My education is the same as others, only I face a problem," he said. "I join clubs to meet and talk with others. I learn and grow from it. We learn that we're the same. Sometimes I'm quiet, and I go out alone. I've only been here for a year, so I don't know a lot of people."

Parker says he lives like any other student.

"I live on my own, cook myself, clean house and my alarm clock is a light signal to wake me up in the morning."

This year Parker is living on a ranch and works with Arabian horses.

"I do ranch work and go to school," he said. "I love the outdoor experiences."

To be able to use a phone, Parker, like other hearing impaired students, uses a device called Telecommunication Device for the Deaf (TDD). This device can be described as an advanced telephone with a keyboard. A TDD must be present at both ends of the line and acts as a teletype. Dixon said DSS also provides interpreters for the deaf, and Glass recently moved in with three hearing roommates.

"I like things most other people like," she said. "Sometimes I'm not easy going. I don't like big groups of people. I wouldn't know anybody, and it's not easy for me to talk with them. I like small groups because it's easier to talk.

Glass stresses that she does not need any special treatment but does desire one thing.

"I hope some students know or learn sign language," she said. "I hope they talk to me."

Both Parker and Glass said they share a concern to be accepted as normal students. "I would like to change my major to human development and transfer to Northridge because of the program they have," Glass said. "Now I want to be a teacher for the deaf and help little kids. They must learn a lot of things. I can teach them."

Glass uses sign language but can read lips and has learned to speak. During lectures, she can rely on herself to gather information or can use a notetaker or an interpreter.

"I would like to change my major to psychology class," said Glass.

Story by Kelley Cummins
Photos by Tom Viskoci

(Top) Interpreter Susan Chilton signs to a student in a psychology class; Computer Science major Jamie Glass sometimes uses an interpreter.

Building.

The coordinator for Disabled Student Services, Harriet Clendenen, said DSS provides essential services for the hearing impaired. Funded by the state budget on a per-capita basis, DSS provides note-takers and interpreters. Interpreters are students who act as a liaison between a professor and a deaf student by translating lectures into sign language.

"Interpreting is not an easy task, but it's very important," said Clendenen.

DSS is currently seeking additional interpreters.

"We are desperately in need of them," Clendenen said. "It's frustrating, because without them, we are not able to complete our studies. We will also give new interpreters ongoing training."

Because Cal Poly only has two full-time interpreters, students are forced to tape lectures and have them translated when an interpreter has time.

"This isn't good because there is so much lost in the process," Clendenen said. "Tape recorders don't pick up everything."

One of the two full-time employees developed cuffed "overuse syndrome.

Due to rapid and constant signing, the interpreter was forced to have surgery to repair the ligaments in her hands.

DSS also provides basic instruction to professors who will have a deaf student in a class.

"We prepare a packet of information for the professors," Clendenen said. "We explain simple things like don't turn your back and talk while writing on the chalkboard, don't stand in front of a window or don't have bushy facial hair."

During the year, two additional hearing impaired students may enroll at Cal Poly.

"I make it clear that this is a rural, isolated area and that it's difficult to find qualified interpreters," Clendenen said. "These students come for the same reason as hearing students. They enroll at Poly because it has the typical major they want, or they're local students."

Jamie Glass, 24, was born with her hearing loss.

Because she is a local resident and her father teaches at Cal Poly, Glass decided to apply. She enrolled because of her interest in a computer science degree.

However, like many other students, Glass changed her mind about that major.

"I would like to change my major to human development and transfer to Northridge because of the program they have," Glass said. "Now I want to be a teacher for the deaf and help little kids. They must learn a lot of things. I can teach them."

Glass uses sign language but can read lips and has learned to speak. During lectures, she can rely on herself to gather information or can use a notetaker or an interpreter.

Glass recently moved in with three hearing roommates.

"I like things most other people like," she said. "Sometimes I'm not easy going. I don't like big groups of people. I wouldn't know anybody, and it's not easy for me to talk with them. I like small groups because it's easier to talk.

Glass stresses that she does not need any special treatment but does desire one thing.

"I hope some students know or learn sign language," she said. "I hope they talk to me."

Both Parker and Glass said they share a concern to be accepted as normal students.

"I would like people to be comfortable with me and other deaf people," Parker said. "We need no special treatment. We're just normal people."
Sports Challenge '88

By Terry Lightfoot

The opportunity to display your physical prowess and athletic ability is coming your way with Sports Challenge '88. Sports Challenge '88 is a sports/fitness competition organized to benefit the homeless of San Luis Obispo County.

Richard Blake and Mimi Glavin of Blake Printery came up with the idea for the event, said Martha Raaka, head of publicity.

"Richard Blake owns of Blake Printery wanted to find a way to help the homeless of the area," Raaka said.

Blake is running the event along with Kevin Kennedy, of Kennedy Nutalls, has run similar events in Ascadero in the past, along with Kennedy and other community groups and businesses Sports Challenge was started. Glavin said that the contest is a way to get the community involved in helping the homeless.

Glavin said she is hoping the event will raise close to $30,000 which will go to Neighborhoods Helping Neighbors, an independent, non-profit volunteer organization which reaches out to all county residents through community support of local health, youth and human service groups. Delta Chi fraternity will be helping out with concessions and crowd control during the event. The fraternity vice president Lewis Chamberlain has been working with the program since its inception. Chamberlain said he got involved with the program because helping the homeless is a worthy cause.

Sports Challenge '88 will take place October 1, at the Cal Poly pool and track area. There will be opening ceremonies with events starting at 9:00 a.m. Following the events will be a barbecue and awards presentations.

The events scheduled are a 5K run, weightlifting, ski walk, 880 relay, Simon obstacle course and Tug-of-war. Winning teams will receive a trophy. All participants receive a Sports Challenge '88 T-shirt.

There will be two divisions; an open division for people 16 and older and a Masters Divisions for teams with all its members 30 years old or older. Entry fee for the teams will be $500 per team, which can be raised through pledges or with business sponsorship.

Entry and sponsor forms can be picked up at the education center on the Cal Poly campus and the Graphic Center at 2222 Beebie St. The organizers of the event accept late entries until September 30, 1988.
CAPTURE: a pain by any other name

By John S. Baker III
Assoc. managing editor

CAPTURE, the acronym for Cal Poly's new phone registration system, has come to mean many things in the minds of students, some of which are unfit for print.

A flier is circulating on campus which reads "CAPTURE: com­munist administration's plot to undermine resistence EDUCATION."

"The student who devised the original acronym said he chose the name to represent the proc­ess of "capturing classes," and it stands for Cal Poly Touchtone User Registration.

"Obviously, there have been problems associated with pro­cessing this quarter's schedule. Bali conceived the name after reading an advertisement in the Mustang Daily during spring quarter, which offered the prize of first priority registration to whoever came up with the win­ning name for the new system.

"After going through a couple of ideas, he submitted his entry to ASI Vice President John Moons, who was in charge of the contest.

Bali said Moons never con­tacted him to inform him he had won. Rather, Bali read in the Mustang Daily that the system had been named CAPTURE. He said he has yet to be contacted by Moons and did not receive first priority this quarter.

"I'm just happy they chose my entry," he said.

The junior biochemistry major has even experienced CAPTURE himself. A week ago he tried to add a class and could not. When he got through this week and tried to add a class he was full.

"I still need a class. I'm a vic­tim of the system too," he said.

Further, he recognizes that one of CAPTURE's quirks is that it will not allow instructors to ac­commodate additional students in a full class.

"I guess that's the price we pay for progress," Bali said.
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Judge says no to Peace, Freedom party

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A federal judge refused Thursday to allow the leader of a Peace and Freedom Party faction to be listed as the party’s presidential candidate in California, leaving the party without an official nominee for president on the state ballot.

“It appears that the Peace and Freedom Party is in such a state of disarray and internal conflict and turmoil that I doubt very much that the issue of who represents it can be resolved by November 1989, much less November 1988,” said U.S. District Judge John Vukasin.

He let stand a decision by California Secretary of State March Fong Eu not to designate anyone as the Peace and Freedom candidate because she could not determine who was the party’s nominee.

The suit seeking the party’s designation was filed by Lenora Fulani, a New York psychologist who won the non-binding Peace and Freedom primary in June.

The party’s official candidate was to have been chosen at a convention in Oakland. But delegates led by Fulani and another faction walked out in protest when Herb Lewin, a retired electronics worker from Pennsylvania who led a third party faction, claimed majority support with the help of a group of non-citizens he had brought with him as delegates.

Fulani has qualified for the presidential ballot as an independent candidate by collecting signatures on petitions. Lewin will not be on the ballot, but a lawyer for his faction, Robert Evans, said a write-in campaign is being organized.

The leftists, organized by opponents of the Vietnam War, is one of five formally recognized by the state, along with the Democrats, Republicans, Libertarian and American Independents, and has fielded presidential candidates for 20 years.

Linda Curtis of Los Angeles, a member of the Fulani faction, told reporters Eu, a Democrat, was trying to block the chances of Democrat Michael Dukakis in California by blocking a Peace and Freedom candidate, who could cost Democrats decisive votes in a close election.

Even so, Curtis said, Fulani’s independent candidacy is California, and her appearance on the ballot in every other state, could pressure Dukakis.

Survey says consumers want more organic produce

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A survey by a consumer group claims California shoppers want organically grown produce, but growers say customers vote differently at the cash register.

The California Public Interest Research Group, which is against the use of agricultural pesticides, on Wednesday released the results of a poll of 229 shoppers taken at stores in San Francisco, Berkeley and Los Angeles.

The shoppers were shown photos of a cosmetically perfect orange and insect-blemished oranges. The survey found that 78 percent of those questioned said at first that they would be less willing to buy the blemished fruit. After being told the blemishes stemmed from reduced use of pesticide, 63 percent said they would be more willing to buy the slightly blemished orange than the perfect one.

“Four years, the industry has told us they only provide what the consumer demands,” said Thomas Carson, spokesman for the consumer group. “These survey results crush this myth.”

“There’s a difference between the way people respond to a political survey and the way they spend their money,” said Clark Biggs, spokesman for the California Farm Bureau.

“Public opinion survey and the way people respond to a political survey are two different things,” Biggs, who won the non-binding Peace and Freedom primary in June.

Fulani, a New York psychologist who won the Peace and Freedom primary, has qualified for the presidential ballot as an independent candidate by collecting signatures on petitions. Lewin will not be on the ballot, but a lawyer for his faction, Robert Evans, said a write-in campaign is being organized.

The leftists, organized by opponents of the Vietnam War, is one of five formally recognized by the state, along with the Democrats, Republicans, Libertarian and American Independents, and has fielded presidential candidates for 20 years.

Linda Curtis of Los Angeles, a member of the Fulani faction, said Eu, a Democrat, was trying to block the chances of Democrat Michael Dukakis in California by blocking a Peace and Freedom candidate, who could cost Democrats decisive votes in a close election.

Even so, Curtis said, Fulani’s independent candidacy is California, and her appearance on the ballot in every other state, could pressure Dukakis.

Survey says consumers want more organic produce

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A survey by a consumer group claims California shoppers want organically grown produce, but growers say customers vote differently at the cash register.

The California Public Interest Research Group, which is against the use of agricultural pesticides, on Wednesday released the results of a poll of 229 shoppers taken at stores in San Francisco, Berkeley and Los Angeles.

The shoppers were shown photos of a cosmetically perfect orange and insect-blemished oranges. The survey found that 78 percent of those questioned said at first that they would be less willing to buy the blemished fruit. After being told the blemishes stemmed from reduced use of pesticide, 63 percent said they would be more willing to buy the slightly blemished orange than the perfect one.

“Four years, the industry has told us they only provide what the consumer demands,” said Thomas Carson, spokesman for the consumer group. “These survey results crush this myth.”

“There’s a difference between the way people respond to a political survey and the way they spend their money,” said Clark Biggs, spokesman for the California Farm Bureau.

“Public opinion survey and the way people respond to a political survey are two different things,” Biggs, who won the non-binding Peace and Freedom primary in June.

Fulani, a New York psychologist who won the Peace and Freedom primary, has qualified for the presidential ballot as an independent candidate by collecting signatures on petitions. Lewin will not be on the ballot, but a lawyer for his faction, Robert Evans, said a write-in campaign is being organized.

The leftists, organized by opponents of the Vietnam War, is one of five formally recognized by the state, along with the Democrats, Republicans, Libertarian and American Independents, and has fielded presidential candidates for 20 years.

Linda Curtis of Los Angeles, a member of the Fulani faction, said Eu, a Democrat, was trying to block the chances of Democrat Michael Dukakis in California by blocking a Peace and Freedom candidate, who could cost Democrats decisive votes in a close election.

Even so, Curtis said, Fulani’s independent candidacy is California, and her appearance on the ballot in every other state, could pressure Dukakis.
Notables

• Poly Reps, a student alumni organization, was selected as the district representative group for the Student Alumni Association/Student Foundation at a recent national convention at the University of Maine. As district representatives, the Poly Reps will represent all student alumni/student foundation groups from universities in California, Arizona, Utah, Nevada and New Mexico for a two-year term.

• Mary Mooney, last year’s interim head of Cal Poly’s industrial engineering department, was appointed department head for a three-year term.

• Three members of Cal Poly’s support staff won campus-wide recognition for added service and dedication. Lynette Klooster of the communications services department, the library’s Judith Pinkerton and Nancy Rector of the business affairs division were recognized on Sept. 12 as the Student Foundation’s annual Fall Conference.

• Cal Poly’s chapter of Golden Key National Honor society won the best New Chapter Award at the 1988 Golden Key National Convention held recently in Scottsdale, Ariz. The chapter received the award for exceeding expectations in its level of communication, activity and organizational as a first-year chartered chapter.

• Cal Poly’s engineering technology department received $15,000 of factory automation equipment from the Programmable Controls Division of Siemens Energy & Automation Inc., an American subsidiary of the multinational electronics giant Siemens AG. The programmable controllers will be used primarily for classes in the department’s hydraulics and pneumatics laboratory as well as for senior projects and student research projects.

• Laurence D. Houlgate, a faculty member since 1979, was named head of the philosophy department in August following the department’s faculty recommendation. Houlgate succeeded Talmage Scrivn, who retired last month.

For those students still looking for a house or apartment to rent, prospects don’t look good, according to San Luis Obispo property managers.

Frank Yost of Yost Management, rents about 75 percent of his units to students. He said students began coming back into town in August and will continue to search for a place until the end of September.

“The picture right now is pretty bleak,” he said. “The students are coming in and taking everything available.”

Most students are looking for two-bedroom houses, he said. Condominiums are preferred as a second choice.

Tony Flanor of Farrell Smyth Property Management returned Yost’s feelings.

“Most students always want a home that’s cheap and houses are always a minority in the rental market,” Flanor said. He also suggested that the number of low vacancies may also be because Cuesta students began classes in August and impacted the market earlier.

But Cal Poly’s Housing Department officials disagreed, claiming that many student rentals are still available. The housing office lists local off-campus rentals, and Robert Bonstrom, director of housing, said there are 25 to 30 new listings each day.

“Right now there is a larger vacancy in the community than usual, although it is less than last year,” he said.

The department also provides counseling to renters, a video with answers to frequently-asked questions and free flyers on the rental situation in San Luis Obispo.

FREE PRE-GAME BACKYARD BARBECUE!

SATURDAY, SEPT 24TH
977 PASATIEMO
(209) 786-4242

Swimming : 3:00 pm
BBQ dinner : 5:00 pm

(sponsored by College Ministry of First Presbyterian Church.)

M. A. D. D. Gong Show

Do you remember that hilarious, entertaining (though sometimes corny) “Gong Show”? How many times did you dream about being on the “Gong Show” with that special act of yours? Even if you personally never had the desire to be on the show, what about that friend of yours who is so talented? Well, if you fit into either of these categories, today is your lucky day because this is your invitation to the first (hopefully annual) “Gong Show” that will take place right here in good old San Luis Obispo.

That’s right, this is your opportunity to finally show San Luis Obispo your special talent.

On Sunday October 16, 1988 Pacific Productions presents the “M.A.D.D. Gong Show”, at the Veterans Memorial Building (corner of Grand and Monterey) at 7:00pm. This is a benefit for M.A.D.D. (Mothers Against Drunk Driving).

Prizes will be:
$200.00 cash --- 1st place and a chance to appear on the “New Gong Show”
$100.00 cash --- 2nd place
$50.00 cash --- WORST ACT

Worst act will be judged with a major emphasis on corny, dumb & stupid.

For additional information or to schedule a audition time, call us at 549-9393.
Olympics unphased by lack of foreign big-spenders

SEOUl, South Korea (AP) — Delighted Olympic organizers say the Seoul Games are putting South Korea on the world map and they shrug off complaints about a lack of big spending foreign visitors.

South Korean officials say the Games are meeting their goal of transforming the country’s image as 3 billion people around the world watch the Games and the host nation on television.

“The world is seeing Korea as an advanced, modern nation. The host nation in television. The world is seeing Korea as a leading nation.”

Delighted Olympic organizers said the Seoul Games are putting South Korea on to the world stage and help cement its standing as a leading nation. South Korea hopes to boost its trade and diplomatic relations by impressing the world, officials say.

Olympic organizers had said before the Games that they did not expect a huge flood of visitors and the main goal was promoting the nation’s image.

South Korean officials say the Games are putting South Korea on the world map and they shrug off complaints about a lack of big spending foreign visitors.

Some shopkeepers, hotels and others who thought Seoul would be bursting with foreigners complained business is below what they had anticipated and visitors are not spending very much.

“Sports people don’t buy,” said shopkeeper Chung Chee. “They only take pictures and talk.”

Hotels say they still have a few rooms, some places coming into Seoul have empty seats and tickets are available for some Olympic events. The Seoul City government said hotel occupancy rates for the Olympics were about 90 percent with a high point of 97 percent during the four weekend of the Games.

The Olympic committee says there are no figures on the number of visitors for the Games, but about 250,000 people, including athletes and official, were anticipated and some 200,000 have arrived. More are expected before the end of the Games, officials said.

“You’re looking at a very comfortable Games,” said the Olympic committee official. “The place is not bursting at the seams, but there are enough tourists here.”

Many businesses may have overestimated the number and type of tourists the Olympics would attract, assuming there would be a flood of wealthy tourists instead of the sports fans who came, organizers said.

South Korea is a long way from the United States or Europe, and concern about overcrowding appear to have been the main factors in keeping down the number of Olympic tourists, organizers and tourism officials said. Concern about vio­lent student protests did not ap­pear to have been a major factor, they said.

SEOUL, South Korea — US State Department officials are warning travelers to South Korea to be on the lookout for a potential terrorist threat.

“People watch the Olympics on television. To come here you need to be an Olympic fan,” said one tourism official.

One major problem was the perception that rooms in top hotels would not be available and tourists did not want to spend thousands of dollars to get to Seoul and end up in more modest hotels, organizers said.

The only luxury hotels were gobbled up in advance by the media, corporations and athletic groups, officials said.

Shopowners have discovered most Olympic visitors came for the Games rather than to shop or eat and have much money after spending thousands of dollars to get to Seoul.

“The sportsmen are crazy about sports, not spending money on shopping,” said Y.K. Kim, a tailor.

UCLA student found dead on rugged Sequoia trail

SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK, Calif. — A UCLA student missing on a hike in the rugged southern Sierra was found dead Thursday in a ravine at Sequoia National Park.

Wolf Kirson, 20, of Los Angeles, apparently fell and was killed on Sept. 12, the first day of his hike, said park spokeswoman Jan Knox. Searchers found his body in a crevice about half a mile from Sawtooth Pass and about seven miles from the point at which he started the hike in Mineral King.

Kirson, a junior majoring in economics and South American political science at the University of California, Los Angeles, began his solo hike in clear weather in the 300,000-acre park about 140 miles north of Los Angeles.

He was scheduled to join friends the following afternoon at Lost Canyon, 14 miles from his starting point, but never arrived.

Kirson’s family did not realize he was missing until Sunday night when he missed a fraternity weekend in Palm Springs.

“Mr. Kirson had a missing person report and told authorities Kirson only had enough water and food for five days.

Most of the search was pushed to the ground because bad weather kept airplanes out of the area on Thursday.

Allen Young, executive director of the Santa Monica Boys Club, said Kirson is "probably one of the best kids I've ever known.”

When he was a student at Santa Monica High School in 1985, Kirson received a "Young Man of the Year" award from President Reagan, Young said. Kirson also was selected to represent U.S. Boys Clubs at two international youth exchanges a few years ago, Young said.

He said Kirson was interested in a diplomatic career.

The search began Monday along the trail Kirson was supposed to take. The trail snakes thousands of dollars to get to Sequoia, a popular destination for high-country anglers.

There are no shelters or cabins in the area between the eastern Sierra Crest that includes 14,494-foot Mount Whitney and a western spur of the Sierras called the Great Western Divide with a string of 13,000-foot peaks.

More entertainment news, features and calendar listings than you can shake a stick at. Fridays.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's savings institutions lost $7.5 billion in the first half of this year, the government reported Thursday, as a Senate leader called for the biggest federal bailout in history.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board said in a report, which the industry is already preparing for controversy, that the bailout-to-come will be three times larger than the current federal thrift bailout of $3.9 billion loss of the first quarter.

Nevertheless, the industry in the first half of the year is already approaching the post-Depression record loss of $7.8 billion for all of 1987.

Senate Banking Committee Chairman William Proxmire, D-Wis., who is retiring after a 31-year career in the Senate, said Thursday that the next Congress will have to contribute an additional $20 billion, he said.

"The bailout-to-come will be three times larger than the current federal thrift bailout of $3.9 billion and some private analysts put the cost as high as $100 billion. The bank board says it intends in October to raise its $31 billion projection.

Meanwhile, Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady on Wednesday directed a top deputy, Undersecretary George D. Gould, to independently assess the conflicting estimates. That would be the first step in a possible re-evaluation of the administration's stance, which has been that the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corp. has as much money as it can efficiently spend next year.

At a time when the administration is struggling to reduce the federal budget deficit, the question of how much must be spent on S&Ls is becoming increasingly critical.

Since mid-August alone, the bank board has pledged nearly $13 billion in assistance to resolve the cases of more than 50 institutions. Because FSLIC lacks the cash to complete rescue packages, its aid is coming in the form of promissory notes and guarantees against certain kinds of future loss. According to figures released last week at a House Banking Committee hearing, FSLIC has more than $19 billion in outstanding commitments. Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, said the commitments, which have been made without congressional approval, threaten to create a "Constitutional catastrophe."

Bank board economist James Barth said he detected some signs of improvement in the latest financial report. Net losses declined for the second quarter in a row, from the record three-month loss of $4 billion in September-December 1987. The number of insolvent institutions among 3,092 reporting slipped from 509 to 497, and the percentage of money-losing institutions declined slightly from 31 percent to 29 percent.

Councilman vows to fight against gay cable show

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A Metro Nashville councilman says he'll fight to keep the Gay Cable Network off the city's cable community access channel, but the station is scheduled to debut at 8 p.m. Saturday on Channel 35 of Viacom Cablevision.

Armistead said he began calling others about the program, including Councilman-at-large Buck Dozier.

"He knows nothing about it except I called him and told him, 'We're gonna have a problem with this movie about queers,'" said Armistead.

"It promotes any kind of abnormal sexual activity, I'm against it," he said. "Anything other than heterosexual activity is demeaning and sick.

Dozier said he would wait to comment until he had seen the program.

"I'm not saying they don't have the right to put it on, but I'm not sure it's in keeping with what the community may want to see," he said. "Let's see how the public and the council feel about it."

The community access station, which is independent of Viacom, expects some reaction to its commitment to plain that the programs present homosexuality as an acceptable lifestyle, said Elliott Mitchell, Channel 35 general manager.

"I'll tell them that there's more time on the channel, and they can come in and try to convince you people it's not acceptable," Mitchell said.

Armistead said that, under terms of Channel 35's charter, the station cannot refuse to run the program.

"My job is to make sure that everybody gets on except in cases of obscenity, commercial content or a holiday, and this is none of those cases.

The first installment of the magazine-style show, available for advance viewing, featured in the first half of a roundtable discussion among three counselors with the movie about queers," she said.
Fear of AIDS still keeps some kids out of school

(AP) It's been three years since Ryan White's highly publicized battle to go to school in Indiana, and three years since another child with AIDS quietly entered schools in Massachusetts.

For children infected with the human immunodeficiency virus, the same uncertainty remains. Some started classes with little or no fuss this year, while a boy in Illinois who has already fled one town faced more protests in his new home.

"AIDS Kills," said one sign carried by protesters in Illinois.

"Help Keep AIDS Out of Our Schools," said another.

"We don't want to be in the spotlight. I don't want to be a civil rights activist," said Tammy Robertson, whose 8-year-old son Jason hopes to enter school in South Roxana, Ill.

In Lakewood, Colo., and St. Albans, W.Va., 5-year-olds with AIDS entered kindergarten classes with no fuss. However, there were some protests in another Colorado school when parents learned that an 8-year-old who had tested positive for the AIDS antibody, an indicator of exposure, was attending classes.

Kay Pride, spokeswoman for Jefferson County schools, said state law requires school officials to keep the child's identity confidential. However, she said it is school policy to notify parents whose children attend the same school as a child who has been exposed to the AIDS virus.

The Centers for Disease Control issued guidelines three years ago saying there was apparently no risk within a classroom of contracting AIDS, which is transmitted by sexual contact, sharing infected hypodermic needles or receiving a transfusion of contaminated blood.

Of the more than 72,000 AIDS cases confirmed since June 1981, the CDC says not one was transmitted within a school. President Reagan's commission on AIDS, headed by Adm. James D. Watkins, affirmed earlier this year that "there is no need to treat those infected with HIV in a manner different from those not infected in such settings as the workplace, housing and the schools."

"We've won all the cases. The case law is pretty clear, that there is no reason to exclude HIV children," said William Rubenstein, staff counsel for the AIDS and Civil Liberties Project of the American Civil Liberties Union.

Winning the case, however, isn't always enough. Ryan White won his legal fight to attend school in Racineville, Ind., but gave up in the face of protests. Jason Robertson won a court order last school year to join classes in Granite City, Ill., but his family also decided to move.


"The fear the parents have is that the child who is attending school with AIDS could pass the disease on to their children," McCarthy said. "That's impossible. So what you do is talk about how infection with AIDS occurs, and that the people who should answer questions like that are medical people.

"Beyond that, I don't know what you can say. Incidental contact is not the way this disease is spread," McCarthy said. "You either believe it or you don't."

In West Virginia this year, Kanawha County school officials carefully laid the groundwork: 5,000 AIDS information pamphlets were distributed around St. Albans, county health officials conducted AIDS workshops for school employees and a county health department held workshops at each school.

Kanawha County School Superintendent Richard D. Truba thanked local media for providing information about AIDS which was "accurate and to the point, but not sensational."

In South Roxana, Ill., the school board decided to keep Jason's identity confidential. However, she said it is school policy to notify parents whose children attend the same school as a child who has been exposed to the AIDS virus.

The Centers for Disease Control issued guidelines three years ago saying there was apparently no risk within a classroom of contracting AIDS, which is transmitted by sexual contact, sharing infected hypodermic needles or receiving a transfusion of contaminated blood.

Of the more than 72,000 AIDS cases confirmed since June 1981, the CDC says not one was transmitted within a school. President Reagan's commission on AIDS, headed by Adm. James D. Watkins, affirmed earlier this year that "there is no need to treat those infected with HIV in a manner different from those not infected in such settings as the workplace, housing and the schools."

"We've won all the cases. The case law is pretty clear, that there is no reason to exclude HIV children," said William Rubenstein, staff counsel for the AIDS and Civil Liberties Project of the American Civil Liberties Union.

Winning the case, however, isn't always enough. Ryan White won his legal fight to attend school in Racineville, Ind., but gave up in the face of protests. Jason Robertson won a court order last school year to join classes in Granite City, Ill., but his family also decided to move.


"The fear the parents have is that the child who is attending school with AIDS could pass the disease on to their children," McCarthy said. "That's impossible. So what you do is talk about how infection with AIDS occurs, and that the people who should answer questions like that are medical people.

"Beyond that, I don't know what you can say. Incidental contact is not the way this disease is spread," McCarthy said. "You either believe it or you don't."

In West Virginia this year, Kanawha County school officials carefully laid the groundwork: 5,000 AIDS information pamphlets were distributed around St. Albans, county health officials conducted AIDS workshops for school employees and a county health department held workshops at each school.

Kanawha County School Superintendent Richard D. Truba thanked local media for providing information about AIDS which was "accurate and to the point, but not sensational."

Charles Conner, superintendent of schools in South Roxana, said the objections to Jason's attendance come mainly from "a minority group of parents ... in need of further education."
Akihito assumes father's role in Japan as ailing emperor's health gets worse

TOKYO (AP) — Crown Prince Akihito assumed all his father's duties Thursday while 87-year-old Emperor Hirohito, bedridden with a serious illness, ate two ice cubes and watched sumo wrestling on television.

More than 23,000 people, many in suits or kimono, took up calligraphy brushes and inked their names on registries set up in 12 sites around the country to wish a speedy recovery to the world's longest reigning living monarch.

Chartered buses began bringing hundreds of pilgrims to the gates of the Imperial Palace in central Tokyo, and priests at Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples across the country continued five days of special prayers.

Crowds have gathered in front of the palace since Hirohito took to bed with intermitting breathing four days ago. Palace officials said Thursday that the emperor had been transferred to a special VIP room.

Akihito, the 54-year-old crown prince, assumed part of his father's role Wednesday when Hirohito underwent an intestinal bypass operation.

Finance Minister Kiichiro Miyazawa was scheduled to leave Thursday for meetings with the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. He also was to participate in a meeting of the Group of Seven: the United States, Japan, West Germany, Britain, France, Italy and Canada.

Japan will be represented by Bank of Japan Governor Satoshi Sumita.

Palace officials confirmed Thursday that the emperor had eaten two small ice cubes and had been transferred to a special bed making medical treatment easier. News reports said he watched television, including a broadcast of sumo wrestling.

The Cabinet temporarily paused the imperial mantle to Akihito. The 54-year-old crown prince assumed part of his father's duties last September when Hirohito underwent an intestinal bypass operation.

The accident focused increased attention on developing and installing devices for the cockpit that would provide pilots with a clear indication when their plane is facing wind shear conditions.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal Aviation Administration on Thursday ordered airlines to equip all their aircraft with devices that will help pilots detect and escape from deadly wind shear.

Powerful shears called microbursts have been called the No. 1 killer of airline passengers and have been responsible for at least five fatal airline crashes and 500 deaths in the last decade, according to aviation safety experts.

The FAA regulation was announced by the Transportation Department, which said the devices, to be phased into operation in all aircraft of 30 or more seats over the next four years, will cost $40,000 to $50,000 per airplane.

About 3,600 commercial jet transport planes also will be required to have the devices, department officials said.

A microburst is a powerful downdraft of air caused by a sudden change in wind direction. Such a downdraft struck a Delta Air Lines L-1011 as it was attempting to land at Dallas-Fort Worth in 1985 and literally forced the plane into the ground, killing 134 people.

The accident focused increased attention on developing and installing devices to predict ground radar that would provide advanced warning of shears along departure and approach lanes, but the radar is not expected to be available until the early 1990s.

At the same time, the FAA and industry began taking a closer look at devices for the cockpit that would provide pilots with a clear indication when their plane is facing wind shear conditions.

Piedmont Airlines two years ago began installing the equipment being required by the FAA and today has the devices in 112 of its 191 aircraft, according to Piedmont spokesman Mike Chang.

Under the FAA regulation the airlines will be allowed to phase in installation of the equipment over about four years.
WASHINGTON (AP) — With the Reagan administration's time running out, Soviet General Secretary Mikhail S. Gorbachev sought Thursday to give new momentum to arms control efforts by presenting the United States with a broad range of proposals to sharply reduce long-range nuclear weapons.

Although senior U.S. officials have virtually abandoned hopes for cutbacks in missiles, both sides' submarines of 30 to 50 percent as part of a new treaty, Gorbachev sent Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze here with suggestions for clearing two of the Cold War's most notable obstacles. Shevardnadze took the proposals to Secretary of State George P. Shultz along with a letter from Gorbachev to President Reagan. The Soviet foreign minister singled out to reporters at the State Department the need for cutbacks in missiles and on anti-missile defenses. Veteran American and Soviet experts began private deliberations on the twin issues of reducing strategic nuclear weapons and on anti-missile defenses. Veteran American and Soviet negotiators Paul H. Nitze and Viktor P. Karpov headed their respective delegations. "Shevardnadze also singled out his hope for reductions in conventional weapons in Europe as a major item on the Soviet agenda. "We want to see where we are, where we stand and what the prospects are," he said. "We believe there are some good prospects."

Negotiations in Vienna are stalled out now, demands that the Soviets give equal weight to human rights in any negotiations between the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the Warsaw Pact to reduce troops, tanks and other conventional armaments from the Atlantic Ocean to the Ural Mountains in the Soviet Union. "We have specific proposals in many areas," Shevardnadze said, adding that the discussions here would cover nuclear and space weapons and conventional armaments and chemical weapons as well. Even before his arrival, some U.S. officials were optimistic that an agreement could be reached on verifying compliance with a 1976 treaty to limit underground nuclear tests for peaceful purposes to 150 kilotons. Reagan is to clear the way for a treaty to reduce the number of long-range missiles. "It is a much tougher and more important test of his ability to complete the accord during his second term, than he is committed to rolling back the nuclear arms race.

"The Reagan and Gorbachev signed another treaty to reduce intermediate-range nuclear weapons. The more potent long-range bombers, missiles and submarine-launched weapons are considered far more dangerous.

Military cabinet to head Lebanon

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Lebanon’s army commander will be the prime minister of a six-month military government, President Amin Gemayel said in a decree issued in the last minutes of his presidency Thursday.

Gemayel's stunning choice of a military Cabinet, led by army commander Gen. Michel Aoun, came after civilian Moscowfigurers refused to take part in an interim Cabinet headed by a Maronite Catholic premier.

Gemayel, 45, had to name a transition government because the deeply divided Parliament failed to choose a new president Thursday. The constitution bars his presidency expired at midnight (5 p.m. EDT).

Earlier Gemayel was trying to form a civilian government under business tycoon Pierre Helou, 60, a Maronite Catholic who is a Parliament deputy.

The shift to a military Cabinet appeared aimed at heading off the formation of two governments, one Catholic and one Moslem, that would have further cemented the sectarian cantons that have formed during a 13-year civil war that has left more than 150,000 dead.

The decrees appointing the Cabinet members, who represent the six main sects in Lebanon, came five minutes before Gemayel’s presidency expired at midnight (5 p.m. EDT).

The people of war were stronger than peace.

Christians clashed around the dividing Green Line, and three top commanders of Amal, the main Shiite Moslem militia, were assassinated.

Aoun, the Maronite army commander, and his five ministers will continue serving as a caretaker Cabinet, under a Council, which controls Lebanon's military. The decrees, effective immediately, allowed aed Aoun as defense and information minister, to take command of the army commander.

"We recognize the public presidency today, and lifted with anxiety," Gemayel told the nation in a televised address. "But the people of war were stronger than peace.

Moslems and Christians fought after Parliament speaker Hus­

sain al-Hassani postponed a Parliament session to elect a president.

Several mortar rounds crashed around the Parliament building in Western Beirut, the Green Line, which divides Beirut into Christian and Moslem sectors.

A police spokesman said Amal leaders Daoud Daoud, Mahmoud Fakih and Hassan Shehi died in- stantly after gunners raked their car with machine gun fire and rocket-propelled grenades in south Beirut's seaside Ouzai district.

Daoud and Fakih led an Amal crackdown on Hezbollah, the Italian-backed Party of God, who is the fanatic group from most of south Lebanon last April. The confrontation killed 60 people and wounded 150. Security sources said Hezbollah vowed to kill the Lebanese, but it was imme- diately claimed responsibility.

Gemayel's unwritten covenant with his Moslem military Cabinet to head Lebanon.

Sierra Leone's army commander, now the president, said in a radio speech to the world, "The people of war were stronger than peace."

Christians clashed around the dividing Green Line, and three top commanders of Amal, the main Shiite Moslem militia, were assassinated.

Aoun, the Maronite army commander, and his five ministers will continue serving as a caretaker Cabinet, under a Council, which controls Lebanon's military. The decrees, effective immediately, allowed aed Aoun as defense and information minister, to take command of the army commander.

"We recognize the public presidency today, and lifted with anxiety," Gemayel told the nation in a televised address. "But the people of war were stronger than peace.

Moslems and Christians fought after Parliament speaker Hus­

sain al-Hassani postponed a Parliament session to elect a president.

Several mortar rounds crashed around the Parliament building in Western Beirut, the Green Line, which divides Beirut into Christian and Moslem sectors.

A police spokesman said Amal leaders Daoud Daoud, Mahmoud Fakih and Hassan Shehi died in- stantly after gunners raked their car with machine gun fire and rocket-propelled grenades in south Beirut's seaside Ouzai district.

Daoud and Fakih led an Amal crackdown on Hezbollah, the Iranian-backed Party of God, who is the fanatic group from most of south Lebanon last April. The confrontation killed 60 people and wounded 150. Security sources said Hezbollah vowed to kill the Lebanese, but it was imme- diately claimed responsibility.

Gemayel's unwritten covenant with his Moslem military Cabinet to head Lebanon.
Ex-Mexican officer guilty in agent killing

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A former Mexican police officer was found guilty Thursday of the 1985 kidnapping and torture murder of a U.S. drug agent and his pilot.

Jurors deliberating in the case of the 49-year-old ex-soldier were given the 1985 murders of former Mexican police officer Juan Guadalupe Lopez and DEA officer Enrique Camarena in Guadalajara.

Prosecutors said the Mexican officer was among the leaders of the 1985 kidnapping and torture murder of former police officer Lopez and the undercover DEA agent, which was previously ruled the 1985 kidnapping and torture murder of Camarena.

The trial, which began in April, was described as the first conviction in the nation for the murder of a DEA agent by a Mexican official.

Three defendants were alleged to have been involved in the killing: Lopez, 20-year-old Quintero and a man identified as a cell leader.

They are all charged with terrorism counts and one count of obstruction of a federal criminal investigation in the malicious killing of Camarena, according to federal court documents.

Lozano, Quintero and another officer were found guilty of obstruction of justice.

The jury convicted Lozano of the terrorism counts, including murder and kidnapping.

Quintero is charged with conspiracy to kidnap, conspiracy to commit murder and conspiracy to commit conspiracy to kidnap a person for ransom.

The third man was convicted of obstruction of justice.

The third man was convicted of obstruction of justice.

The third man is a member of a Mexican drug gang and was described as the leader of the drug cartel.

The third man is a member of a Mexican drug gang and was described as the leader of the drug cartel.

The trial is expected to continue through the rest of the week with the third man.
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The third man is a member of a Mexican drug gang and was described as the leader of the drug cartel.

The third man is a member of a Mexican drug gang and was described as the leader of the drug cartel.

The third man is a member of a Mexican drug gang and was described as the leader of the drug cartel.

The third man is a member of a Mexican drug gang and was described as the leader of the drug cartel.
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BUDGET
From page 1 have a three-fold effect on student affairs programs. She said that staffing will be reduced primarily for student positions, and there will be a reduction in student services and campus jobs. Because of the $11$ million recently given back to CSU, Cal Poly's original reduction in funds has been reduced by $340,000. This will allow state employees to receive their cost-of-living increases June 1, 1989, instead of June 30. Cal Poly will also receive funding for price increases in postage and other non-personnel budgets. Funds for utility price increases will be rationed by the state throughout all 19 CSU campuses, said Lebens.

Despite the funding given back to the CSU, Cal Poly and other universities will still suffer from budget cuts. Non-faculty employees are not receiving their merit salary raises.

Dorothy Pippin, an officer in the union for clerical workers and a department secretary of agricultural management, said in an earlier interview, "Not getting merit salary increases or cost-of-living raises is so devastating to your morale. Money is tied to your job evaluation. You feel your work and contributions are not valued when you don't get your raises."

Also because of the budget cuts, Cal Poly cannot hire any more clerical staff or student assistants.

Pippin said that if someone quits and the position is not filled, other employers become overloaded with work. She said this will affect the students because the quality of work decreases.

PARIS
From page 1 Korea, Iran or Indonesia and work with the people there as a senior project.

There is a 60-student limit on the Paris program because of housing availability. The program expects 25-30 Cal Poly students to attend the first quarter. The program will be available to other CSU campuses, but with priority to Cal Poly students.

According to Ericson, the program will offer about 52 credits. Students will have the option to choose from two travel packages which differ in price and flight arrangements.

There will be meetings during winter quarter for those students interested. Two informative meetings are scheduled for Jan. 26 and March 9. Applications will be accepted beginning in March.

MAJOR

The fourth and final book will cover American family policy.

Hougas has been chairman of both the Curriculum Committee of the School of Liberal Arts and the Arts and Humanities Lecture Series Committee. He is a member of many philosophical societies and founded the Society for Philosophy and the Family. He also consults the Bioethics Committee at Atascadero State Hospital and French Hospital.

WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative you'll be responsible for placing marketing material on bulletin boards and working on marketing programs for clients such as Hewlett-Packard, Boston University, Eastern, and several research universities among others. Part-time work, include your own hours. You sales. Many of our reps stay with us long after graduation. If you are self-motivated, hard­

ing, and a bit of an entrepreneur, call or write for more information about

American Passage Network
6211 W. Howard Street
Chicago, IL 60639
1-800-752-0900
Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, Seattle

Fast Copies
kinko's
the copy center
475 Foothill 882 Marsh Street
OPEN 24 HOURS OPEN 24 HOURS
543-0771 543-0771


University of Michigan, MBA candidate. Assisted on pricing projects for GM. The HP-17B offers easy algebraic entry. Plus time value of money, cash flows and linear regression to analyze budgets and forecasts.

New Achievers in Heavy Metal, Swing Blues and Motown.

Carlos Sosa

University of Santa Cruz, Marine Biology. Studies behavior of blue whales and effect of environment on distribution of marine mammals. The new, easy to use HP-22S has a built-in equation library with solver.

University of Michigan, MBA candidate. Assisted on pricing projects for GM. The HP-17B offers easy algebraic entry. Plus time value of money, cash flows and linear regression to analyze budgets and forecasts.

New Achievers in Heavy Metal, Swing Blues and Motown.